study clever GmbH
Ritterstrasse 1214
10969 Berlin

UI/UX Designer
Tax declarations are complicated, timeconsuming and no one really understands them. We are on a mission to change that:
With specialised tax tools (e.g. for students, retirees, soldiers) and modern UX, are we currently rethinking the whole tax
industry. We are looking for a skilled UX/UI designer to join us on this mission.
You will coshape our product and introduce modern interaction design. You will work in a crossfunctional agile team, where
designers interact closely with PMs and Devs.
This is a full time role, based in our cosy loft in the middle of Berlin, Kreuzberg.

Job Description
What you will do
Create clean designs
Lead the creation of outstanding brand visual and engaging interactions
Produce materials for developers, including user flows and mockups
Rapidly iterate on design prototypes and working applications
Rethink how people do their taxes
Conduct user testing, interviews, and analysis
Work as a collaborative team member with developers and product managers

You'll need to have
At least 3 years of experience designing complex interfaces
Experience in User Research, User Experience Design and also Visual Design
User centric mindset
Nice to have: Technical experience/comfort, e.g. familiarity with HTML5, CSS, responsive web design

How are we different?
We prefer lean and agile over big
We believe that a diverse team will create a better product
We prefer small experiments over big discussions
We already do a lot of AB testing and user research
We base our design decisions on multiple thousand data points
We talk A LOT about taxes :)

Apply Now!

You don't need a perfectly crafted CV or cover letter. Instead, just tell us in a brief mail about you and the most important
things we should know about you. Include your portfolio or dribbble profile if available. We reply fast.
Please send your mail to hr@studentensteuererklaerung.de

